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ABSTRACT
Dual field theory realisations are given for linearised gravity in terms of gauge
fields in exotic representations of the Lorentz group. The field equations and dual
representations are discussed for a wide class of higher spin gauge fields. For non-
linear Einstein gravity, such transformations can be implemented locally in light-
cone gauge, or partially implemented in the presence of a Killing vector. Sources
and the relation to Kaluza-Klein monopoles are discussed.
1. Introduction
In D dimensions, the theory of a free abelian vector potential Aµ can be refor-
mulated as a theory of a free n-form gauge field A˜µ1...µn where n = D−3. This gives
two dual formulations of the same theory. In D = 4, both A and A˜ are 1-forms
and the existence of two dual formulations leads to a symmetry of the equations of
motion in which the field strength F = dA transforms transforms into its Hodge
dual, ∗F . This becomes part of a SL(2,R) symmetry of the equations of motion
which acts on both fields and coupling constants, and for certain supersymmetric
theories (such as those with N = 4 supersymmetry) this is broken to a discrete
SL(2,Z) symmetry of the quantum theory.
These dualities extend to interacting theories in which A couples to other fields
only through its field strength F . However, in the generalisation to non-abelian
Yang-Mills theory, or to the minimal coupling to charged matter, the field equations
and Bianchi identities involve the vector potential A explicitly, and there seems to
be no local covariant way of implementing these duality transformations in classical
field theory. In particular the D = 4 electromagnetic duality symmetries appear
to be lost – the N = 4 super-Yang-Mills classical field equations only have an
SL(2) symmetry in the abelian case.
∗
Remarkably, there is considerable evidence
that in N = 4 supersymmetric non-abelian Yang-Mills theories in four dimensions
there is indeed such an SL(2,Z) S-duality symmetry of the full quantum theory
even though there is no such symmetry of the classical non-abelian field equations.
This duality symmetry has had profound implications for our understanding of the
non-perturbative structure of these theories.
This S-duality symmetry has a geometric origin. In 6 dimensions, there are
interacting (2,0) supersymmetric theories that reduce to theories containing super-
Yang-Mills in D < 6. In the abelian case, the (2,0) theory is a theory of a 2-
form gauge field with self-dual field strength, but the interacting theory cannot
∗ In [1], a non-local construction of an electromagnetic dual of Yang-Mills theory was given,
and in [2] it was shown that certain duality-invariant free actions do not admit local covariant
non-abelian interactions.
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be a local covariant theory of interactions of such fields [3]. Reducing on a 2-
torus gives a D = 4 theory with an SL(2,Z) S-duality symmetry arising from the
diffeomorphisms of the 2-torus [4,5]. This D = 4 theory reduces to super-Yang-
Mills in a certain limit, but also inherits some of the features of the D = 6 theory
that cannot be formulated in terms of a local covariant classical field theory.
In these examples, interacting classical field theory does not seem to provide
a complete description of the full theory and in particular does not have the ap-
propriate duality symmetries, and the study of the free limit and its symmetries
turns out to be a surprisingly good guide to the properties of the full theory.
The purpose of this paper is to generalise such dualities to other types of gauge
field, and in particular to the graviton. The starting point will be to generalise
the duality transformations of the free vector field to dualities for free gravitons,
governed by the linearised Einstein equations, resulting in dual formulations of
linearised gravity in terms of exotic higher-rank gauge fields that were discussed
in physical gauge in [6], and motivating the study of such higher-rank gauge fields.
In D = 4, this leads to an SL(2) duality symmetry, just as for the spin one case.
These properties of the free graviton theory cannot be extended to give local
covariant dual formulations of the generally covariant interacting field theory, just
as the Maxwell dualities do not extend to classical Yang-Mills field theory. In
the latter case, the Yang-Mills field theory does not give the full picture, and at
least in certain supersymmetric theories, presumably should be replaced by some
interacting theory which does have non-abelian dualities. It is possible that for
gravity too, Einstein or supergravity field theories do not give the full picture and
in fact arise only as a limit of some interacting theory which enjoys similar duality
properties to the free theory. Some suggestions that this might be the case have
arisen in recent work on string theory and M-theory [6,7]. Such dualities would
have many implications for our understanding of gravity, and it seems worthwhile
to explore this possibility and look for evidence in favour of it, or which could rule
it out.
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Such gravitational dualities should play a role in the interacting theory at least
for spacetimes with isometries. Dimensionally reducing D-dimensional Einstein
gravity on a circle gives an abelian vector gauge field A in D − 1 dimensions, the
graviphoton. This can be dualised to a D − 4 form gauge field A˜ in D − 1 di-
mensions, which couples to magnetically charged states arising from Kaluza-Klein
monople solutions in D dimensions. It will be shown that this electromagnetic
duality of the graviphoton can be formulated in terms of the D-dimensional grav-
itational field, with some of the dualities of the free theory extending to dualities
of the interacting theory in the presence of a Killing vector, involving local co-
variant transformations of the curvature tensor. Dimensional reduction on a space
with non-abelian isometry group, such as a sphere, gives rise to non-abelian gauge
fields, and if there were non-abelian dualities of the type discussed above that
involve these, these should extend to dualities of some of the components of the
gravitational field that cannot be local and covariant.
2. Duality in Physical Gauge
Dualities are easily derived in physical (light-cone) gauge [6]. Introducing
transverse coordinates i, j = 1, ..., D − 2, a vector field Aµ has physical light-
cone gauge degrees of freedom Ai in the vector representation of the little group
SO(D − 2) and can be dualised to an n = D − 3 form
A˜j1...jn = ǫj1...jniA
i (2.1)
The physical degrees of freedom are in equivalent representations of the little group
and so A and A˜ give equivalent field theory representations of the physical degrees
of freedom. Covariance suggests that the covariant field giving rise to the physical
degrees of freedom A˜j1...jn should be an n-form field A˜µ1...µn in D dimensions, and
this should have gauge invariances sufficient to remove the unphysical degrees of
freedom. Then A˜ should be an n-form gauge field, with gauge invariance δA˜ = dλ
and field strength F˜ = dA˜.
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In the covariant theory, the duality relation can be recast as
F˜ ≡ ∗F (2.2)
which is a local covariant relation for the field strengths but not for the gauge
potentials Aµ, A˜µ1...µn . The Maxwell equations in D dimensions for the 2-form
field strength F with general sources are
dF = ∗J˜ , d ∗ F = ∗J (2.3)
for electric and magnetic currents J, J˜ satisfying the conservation laws
d ∗ J = 0, d ∗ J˜ = 0 (2.4)
with a magnetic source J˜ for the ‘Bianchi identity’ dF = 0. These equations can
be recast in a dual form in terms of the dual (D − 2)-form field strength (2.2) as
dF˜ = ∗J, d ∗ F˜ = ∗J˜ (2.5)
interchanging electric and magnetic currents and fields, and interchanging field
equations and Bianchi identities. In regions in which J˜ = 0, F can be solved for
in terms of a potential A with F = dA, while in regions in which J = 0 one can
solve for F˜ = dA˜ in terms of a potential A˜.
In four dimensions, F and F˜ are both 2-forms so that the transformation
F → ∗F preserves the form of the field equations and is the electromagnetic
duality symmetry of the Maxwell equations. In certain theories, it is part of a
larger SL(2) S-duality symmetry under which (F, F˜ ) transform as a doublet, as do
the currents (J, J˜).
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A physical gauge graviton in D dimensions is a transverse traceless tensor hij
satisfying
hij = hji, hi
i = 0 (2.6)
One or both of the indices on hij can then be replaced by n anti-symmetric indices
to give a dual form. Dualising one index gives a field
Di1...in k = ǫi1...inlh
l
k (2.7)
so that (2.6) implies the conditions
Di1...in k = D[i1...in] k, Di1...in−1j
j = 0, D[i1...in k] = 0 (2.8)
Dualising on both indices gives a field
Ci1...in j1...jn = ǫi1...inmǫj1...jnnh
mn (2.9)
which then satisfies
Ci1...inj1...jn = C[i1...in][j1...jn] = Cj1...jni1...in (2.10)
together with
C[i1...inj1]j2...jn = 0, δ
injnCi1...inj1...jn = 0 (2.11)
The fields Di1...in k, Ci1...inj1...jn should arise from covariant gauge fields
Dµ1...µn ν , Cµ1...µnν1...νn in D dimensions with gauge symmetries sufficient to re-
move all but the desired physical degrees of freedom. In the next section, these
symmetries will be found and the covariant form of these duality transformations
on the field strengths will be given.
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These duality transformations can be generalised to the interacting theories in
physical gauge. Yang-Mills theory can be formulated in the light-cone gauge in
terms of a Lie algebra valued transverse vector potential Ai, and it is straightfor-
ward to make the substitution
Ai =
1
n!
ǫij1...jnA˜
j1...jn (2.12)
to formulate the theory in terms of a Lie algebra valued transverse n-form A˜. As
the substitution is local, the resulting theory is a local intreracting theory of A˜,
although there are the usual light-cone gauge features such as inverse powers of
the longitudinal momentum p+. However, there is a problem in finding a covariant
gauge theory that gives rise to this theory on going to physical gauge. The theory
written in terms of A does arise from gauge-fixing the standard covariant Yang-
Mills theory, but there is no local covariant classical field theory of a Lie algebra
valued n-form gauge field with suitable gauge invariances that gives rise to this
physical gauge theory of A˜ on gauge-fixing.
For gravity, the full interacting Einstein theory can be given in light-cone gauge
as a theory of a symmetric transverse traceless tensor field hij with non-polynomial
interactions [8]. (The field hij parameterises the coset space SL(D − 2)/SO(D −
2), and this non-linear sigma-model structure is the origin of many of the non-
polynomial interactions [8].) Here one can simply make the local substitution
hkl =
1
n!
ǫi1...in lDi1...in k (2.13)
or
hmn =
1
m!n!
ǫi1...inmǫ
j1...jn
nCi1...in j1...jn (2.14)
to obtain an interacting physical gauge theory of the dual potentials D or C, whose
only non-localities are those involving inverse powers of the longitudinal momentum
p+. Again, while the theory written in terms of hij arises from the gauge fixing of
Einstein’s theory, the construction of a local covariant classical gauge theory of C
or D that gives rise to these theories on gauge-fixing appears to be problematic.
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In each case, there is no problem in dualising the interacting physical gauge
theory and writing it as a local theory of dual potentials. In the free case, one can
find covariant interacting theories that give rise to each of these dual forms, but in
the interacting case, it appears that only some of these dual forms of the physical
gauge theories arise from gauge fixing local covariant theories.
3. Linearised Gravity
A free symmetric tensor gauge field hµν in D dimensions has the gauge sym-
metry
δhµν = ∂(µξν) (3.1)
and the invariant field strength is the linearised Riemann tensor
Rµν στ = ∂µ∂σhντ + . . . = −4∂[µhν][σ,τ ] (3.2)
This satisfies
Rµν στ = Rστ µν (3.3)
together with the first Bianchi identity
R[µν σ]τ = 0 (3.4)
and the second Bianchi identity
∂[ρRµν]στ = 0 (3.5)
The natural free field equation in D ≥ 4 is the linearised Einstein equation
Rσµσν = 0 (3.6)
which together with (3.4) implies
∂µRµν στ = 0 (3.7)
where indices are raised and lowered with a flat background metric ηµν .
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Dualising the linearised curvature gives tensors S = ∗R and G = ∗R∗ with
components
Sµ1µ2...µn+1 νρ =
1
2
ǫµ1µ2...µn+1αβR
αβ
νρ (3.8)
and
Gµ1µ2...µn+1 ν1ν2...νn+1 =
1
4
ǫµ1µ2...µn+1αβǫν1ν2...νn+1γδR
αβγδ (3.9)
where
n = D − 3 (3.10)
The conditions (3.4)-(3.7) then become the equations for G given respectively
by
G[µ1µ2...µn+1 ν1]ν2...νn+1 = 0 (3.11)
∂µ1Gµ1µ2...µn+1 ν1ν2...νn+1 = 0 (3.12)
Gνµ1µ2...µn ρ
µ1µ2...µn = 0 (3.13)
∂[ρGµ1µ2...µn+1] ν1ν2...νn+1 = 0 (3.14)
Here (3.11) can be regarded as a first Bianchi identity and (3.14) can be regarded as
a second Bianchi identity, implying that G can be solved for in terms of a potential
Cµ1µ2...µn ν1ν2...νn = C[µ1µ2...µn] [ν1ν2...νn] (3.15)
satisfying
C[µ1µ2...µn ν1]ν2...νn = 0 (3.16)
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by the expression
Gµ1µ2...µn+1 ν1ν2...νn+1 = ∂[µ1Cµ2...µn+1] [ν1ν2...νn,νn+1] (3.17)
The field strength is invariant under the gauge transformations
δCµν...κ,ρσ...λ = ∂[µχν...κ]ρσ...λ + ∂[ρχσ...λ]µν...κ − 2∂[µχν...κρσ...λ] (3.18)
with parameter
χµ1...µn−1ν1...νn = χ[µ1...µn−1][ν1...νn] (3.19)
Then (3.13) can be regarded as the field equation, implying (3.14).
Similarly, the conditions (3.4)-(3.7) become the equations for S given respec-
tively by
Sµ1µ2...µnρ ν
ρ = 0 (3.20)
∂σSσµ1µ2...µn νρ = 0, Sµ1µ2...µn+1 [νρ,σ] = 0 (3.21)
S[µ1µ2...µn+1 ν]ρ = 0, Sσ[µ1µ2...µn νρ] = 0 (3.22)
∂[σSµ1µ2...µn+1] νρ = 0, ∂
ρSµ1µ2...µn+1 νρ = 0 (3.23)
Here (3.22) can be regarded as first Bianchi identities and the first equation in
(3.23) and the second equation in (3.20) can be regarded as second Bianchi iden-
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tities, implying that S can be solved for in terms of a gauge field
Dµ1µ2...µn ν = D[µ1µ2...µn] ν (3.24)
satisfying
D[µ1µ2...µn ν] = 0 (3.25)
with
Sµν...ρ στ = ∂[µDν...ρ] [σ,τ ] (3.26)
The field strength S is then invariant under the gauge transformation
δDµν...σ ρ = ∂[µαν...σ]ρ
+ ∂ρβµν...σ − ∂[ρβµν...σ]
(3.27)
with parameters
αµ1...µnρ = α[µ1...µn]ρ, α[µ1...µnρ] = 0, βµν...σ = β[µν...σ] (3.28)
Then (3.20) can be taken as the field equation for the gauge field D, which then
implies the first equation in (3.21) and the second in (3.23). Such gauge fields were
first considered in [9], developing the discussion of massive gauge fields of [10], and
further discussed in [11-13].
In D = 5, Cµν ρσ has the algebraic properties of the Riemann tensor; such
gauge fields played a special role in [6] and similar gauge fields in D = 4 were con-
sidered in [14,7]. In D = 4, all three dual gauge fields hµν , Dµν , Cµν are symmetric
tensor gauge fields (linearised gravitons) with curvatures Rµνρσ, Sµνρσ, Gµνρσ. In
D = 3, the Weyl tensor vanishes identically and the Riemann tensor is completely
determined by the Ricci tensor, so that the field equation (3.6) implies that the
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field strength (3.2) vanishes and hµν is pure gauge. The simplest non-trivial linear
field equation in D = 3 is
Rµνµν = 0 (3.29)
representing one degree of freedom. The curvature can then be dualised to give
Gµν (G = ∗R∗) satisfying (3.11),(3.14),(3.12) but with (3.13) replaced by the field
equation
Gµ
µ = 0 (3.30)
which follows from (3.29). The potential C is a scalar and
Gµν = ∂µ∂νC (3.31)
so that (3.30) implies the scalar satisfies the free scalar field equation
∂2C = 0 (3.32)
Similarly, the curvature can be dualised to Sµ ν1ν2 (S = ∗R) satisfying
(3.20),(3.23),(3.21) but with (3.22) replaced by
S[µ ν1ν2] = 0 (3.33)
Then S can be solved for in terms of a vector potential Dµ with
Sµ ν1ν2 = ∂µ∂[ν1Dν2] (3.34)
and (3.20) is the Maxwell equation
∂µ∂[µDν] = 0 (3.35)
The D = 3 duality betweeen a vector field Dµ and a scalar C is a well-known
example of the electromagnetic duality of section 2, but here it is seen that they
are also dual to a free graviton with the field equation (3.29). In D = 2, the
Riemann tensor is completely determined by the Ricci scalar, so that the field
equation (3.29) only has trivial solutions and there is no non-trivial linear field
equation involving hµν alone.
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4. General Tensor Gauge fields
It has been seen that a symmetric tensor gauge field can be dualised on one or
both indices to get a new field representation of the same degrees of freedom. In
this section, this will be generalised to other tensor gauge fields, which in principle
can be dualised on any subset of their indices. The strategy is to start with a
light-cone gauge potential, dualise to a potential in an equivalent representation of
the little group, then seek a covariant formulation based on the dual potential. A
general method for constructing a covariant field theory from any free light-cone
gauge theory with a potential in any represetnation of the little group was given
in [15].
Consider a gauge field with physical degrees of freedom
Di1...ir j1...js = D[i1...ir] [j1...js] (4.1)
represented by a Young tableau with two columns, one of length r and one of
length s. This satisfies
D[i1...irj1]j2...js = 0, Di1...ir−1[ir j1...js] = 0 δ
irjsDi1...ir j1...js = 0 (4.2)
It will be convenient to refer to an element of Λr ⊗ Λs ⊗ . . .⊗ Λt (where Λr is the
space of r-forms) represented by a Young tableau with columns of length r, s, ..., t
as a form of type [r, s, . . . , t], so that Di1...ir j1...js is an [r, s] form. This can be
dualised on the first r indices to give a dual form of type [r˜, s], on the second set
of indices to give an [r, s˜] form, or on both sets of indices to give an [r˜, s˜] form,
where r˜ = n+1− r, s˜ = n+ 1− s. (If r˜ < s, it is conventional to take the longest
column first, so that strictly speaking this is a tableau with the first column of
length s and the second of length r˜. Such re-orderings are to be understood where
necessary in what follows.)
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For example, dualising on the first set gives
D˜k1...kr˜ j1...js =
1
r!
ǫk1...kr˜
i1...irDi1...ir j1...js (4.3)
The physical degrees of freedom given by an [r, s] form of SO(D − 2) come
from a covariant gauge field
Dµ1...µr ν1...νs = D[µ1...µr] [ν1...νs] (4.4)
which is an [r, s] form of the Lorentz group SO(D − 1, 1) satisfying
D[µ1...µr ν1]ν2...νs = 0, Dµ1...µr−1[µr ν1...νs] = 0 (4.5)
The gauge transformations for such a gauge field are [12]
δDµ1...µr ν1...νs = Pr,s
[
∂[µ1αµ2...µr] ν1...νs + βµ1...µr [ν1...νs−1,νs]
]
(4.6)
where α is a form of type [r−1, s], β is a form of type [r, s−1] and Pr,s is the pro-
jector onto forms of type [r, s] (Young symmetriser). These gauge transformations
preserve the field strength
Sµ1...µr+1 ν1...νs+1 = −∂[µ1Dµ2...µr+1] [ν1...νs,νs+1] (4.7)
The natural linear free field equations in D ≥ r + s+ 2 are
Sµ1...µr+1 ν1...νs+1η
µ1ν1 = 0 (4.8)
However, in dimension D = r + s + 1, these field equations imply that the field
strength vanishes identically, as was seen in particular examples in the previous
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section, and the simplest non-trivial linear field equation is
Sµ1...µr+1 ν1...νs+1η
µ1ν1ηµ2ν2 = 0 (4.9)
with two contractions. In D = r + s, this equation only has trivial solutions, and
the simplest non-trivial linear field equation is
Sµ1...µr+1 ν1...νs+1η
µ1ν1ηµ2ν2ηµ3ν3 = 0 (4.10)
with three contractions. Similarly, the field equation in D = r + s + 2 − p for
p ≤ r, p ≤ s is
Sµ1...µr+1 ν1...νs+1η
µ1ν1 . . . ηµpνp = 0 (4.11)
with p contractions.
In the covariant gauge theory, the duality transformations are given in terms
of the field strengths. An [r, s] gauge field Dµ1...µr ν1...νs is dualised to a [r˜, s] gauge
field D˜µ1...µr˜ ν1...νs . The relation between the gauge fields is non-local, but the
relation between the [r+ 1, s+ 1] field strength S for D and the [r˜ + 1, s+ 1] field
strength S˜ for D˜ is local, S˜ = ∗S. The field strengths for the [r˜, s], [r, s˜] and [r˜, s˜]
gauge fields dual to D are respectively ∗S, S∗ and ∗S∗.
This extends straightforwardly to gauge fields which are [r, s, . . . , t] forms,
which can be dualised on any set of anti-symmetric indices. For example, an [r, s, t]
form can be dualised to forms of types [r˜, s, t], [r, s˜, t], [r, s, t˜], [r˜, s˜, t], [r, s˜, t˜], [r˜, s, t˜],
[r˜, s˜, t˜]. The field strength of a gauge field of type [r1, r2, . . . , rm] is given by acting
on the gauge field withm derivatives and is a form of type [r1+1, r2+1, . . . , rm+1].
Consider next a 2-form gauge field Bµν with gauge invariance δB = dλ. This
has physical degrees of freedom given by a transverse 2-form Bij , which can be
dualised in the usual way to give an n− 1 form
B˜i1...in−1 =
1
2
ǫi1...in−1pqB
pq (4.12)
arising from gauge-fixing an n− 1 form gauge field. Instead, one could attempt to
dualise the anti-symmetric tensor in the same way as was done in the last section
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for a symmetric tensor. Dualising on one index gives a tensor
Bˆi1...inj = ǫi1...in
kBkj (4.13)
However, the antisymmetry of Bij implies that Bˆ is pure trace (i.e. the trace-free
part vanishes) so that
Bˆi1...inj = B˜[i1...in−1δin]j (4.14)
and the usual dual B˜ defined by (4.12) is recovered. Similarly, dualising on both
indices gives
B¯i1...inj1...jn = ǫi1...in
kǫj1...jn
lBkl (4.15)
but this is necessarily of the form
B¯i1...inj1...jn =
1
2
(ǫi1...in[j1B˜j2...jn] + ǫj1...jn[i1B˜i2...in]) (4.16)
and again the usual dual B˜ is recovered. This generalises to an r form gauge field,
which can be dualised in the usual way to an antisymmetric tensor gauge field of
rank r˜ = n+1−r, and again attempting to dualise on a subset of the indices leads
back to the standard r˜-form dual.
A general second rank tensor kij can be decomposed into symmetric, anti-
symmetric and trace parts
kij = hij +Bij + δijφ (4.17)
arising from a graviton hµν , a 2-form gauge field Bµν and a scalar φ. This can be
dualised on the first index to give a tensor
kˆi1...inj = ǫi1...in
kkkj (4.18)
which is anti-symmetric on the first n indices kˆi1...inj = kˆ[i1...in]j but is otherwise
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arbitrary. This decomposes into
kˆi1...inj = Di1...inj + B˜[i1...in−1δin]j + ǫi1...injφ (4.19)
where Di1...inj, B˜i1...in−1 are the duals of hij , Bij obtained above. Similarly, dualis-
ing on both indices gives
k¯i1...inj1...jn = ǫi1...in
kǫj1...jn
lkkl (4.20)
which is given in terms of the duals Ci1...inj1...jn , B˜i1...in−1 as
k¯i1...inj1...jn =Ci1...inj1...jn
+
1
2
(ǫi1...in[j1B˜j2...jn] + ǫj1...jn[i1B˜i2...in])
+ φǫi1...inkǫj1...jn
k
(4.21)
The general situation can be summarised as follows. Consider some tensor
gauge field Bµν...ρ in D dimensions whose physical degrees of freedom are repre-
sented in light cone gauge by a field Bij...k in some tensor representation of the
little group SO(D − 2). Without loss of generality, attention can be restricted
to irreducible representations, as the general case can be decomposed in terms
of these, and each can be considered separately. Then any one of the indices
ij . . . k can be dualised to give n = D − 3 antisymmetric indices and dual fields
Bˆi1...inj...k = Bˆ[i1...in]j...k, B¯ij1...jn...k = B¯i[j1...jn]...k and so on. Any number of in-
dices can be dualised simultaneously; dualising the first two indices, for example,
will give a gauge field bi1...inj1...jn...k. Similarly, a set of r antisymmetrised in-
dices can be dualised to a set of r˜ = n + 1 − r antisymmetrised indices. Not all
the dual forms obtained in this way are independent. In general, the gauge field
will be in an irreducible representation corresponding to a Young tableau with M
columns of heights ra, a = 1, . . . ,M , and the independent dual representations are
given by chosing any set of columns and replacing them by columns of dual height
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r˜a = n + 1 − ra. Finally, for each of the dual forms of the tensor field in physical
gauge, one can construct a covariant gauge field and its gauge invariances, using
the methods of [15], that would lead to that physical gauge field, and give a covari-
ant form of the duality relations. The covariant gauge potential would typically be
in the representation of SO(D−1, 1) represented by a Young tableau with columns
of the same lengths ra as for the light-cone gauge potential, with the possibility
of adding an arbitrary number of further columns, all of length D − 2 [16]. The
relations between the covariant gauge potentials is non-local, but there is a local
relation between dual field strengths. Further details will be given elsewhere.
5. Sources
In Maxwell theory, one can introduce an electric source Jµ which couples to
Aµ and an n = D − 3 form magnetic current Jµ1µ2...µn which couples to the dual
potential A˜µ1µ2...µn , with the field equations (2.3). In regions in which the magnetic
current J˜ vanishes, F can be solved for in terms of a potential A, F = dA, while
in regions in which the electric current J vanishes, F˜ can be solved for in terms of
a dual potential A˜, F˜ = dA˜.
In linearised gravity, one can consider adding sources Tµν , Uµ1µ2...µn ν
and Vµ1µ2...µnν1ν2...νn coupling naturally to the potentials hµν , Dµ1µ2...µn ν and
Cµ1µ2...µnν1ν2...νn , respectively. The linearised Einstein equations (for D > 2) are
Rσµσν = T¯µν (5.1)
where
T¯µν = Tµν +
1
D − 2ηµνT (5.2)
and Tµν is the energy-momentum tensor, the trace term being added so that the
Bianchi identities imply that Tµν is identically conserved, ∂
µTµν = 0. Similarly,
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the natural field equations with the source U is
Sµ1µ2...µnρ ν
ρ = U¯µ1µ2...µn ν (5.3)
where
U¯µ1µ2...µn ν = Uµ1µ2...µn ν +
n
2
ην[µ1Uµ2µ3...µn]ρ
ρ (5.4)
so that the Bianchi identities for S imply that U is conserved,
∂µ1Uµ1µ2...µn ν = 0, ∂
νUµ1µ2...µn ν = 0 (5.5)
The field equation (5.3) then implies that U is a source for the gravitational Bianchi
identity (3.4):
R[µν σ]τ =
1
n!
ǫµν σ
µ1µ2...µnU¯µ1µ2...µn τ (5.6)
Similarly, the stress-energy tensor Tµν is a ‘source’ on the right hand side of the
Bianchi identity (3.22). In a region in which U vanishes, the Bianchi identity
holds and the gravitational field can be written in terms of hµν satisfying the field
equation (5.1), while in a region in which T vanishes, the Bianchi identities (3.22)
hold and the linearised gravitational field can be expressed in terms of the dual
field Dµ...ν with the field equation (5.3).
Including a source for the field equation (3.13) gives
Gνµ1µ2...µn ρ
µ1µ2...µn = V¯νρ (5.7)
However, it follows from (3.9),(5.1) that V¯νρ is related to the usual energy-
momentum tensor,
V¯νρ = aTνρ + bηνρT (5.8)
for some n-dependent coefficients a, b. A source for (3.11) of the form
G[µ1µ2...µn+1 µn+2]ν1...νn =W[µ1µ2...µn+1 µn+2]ν1...νn (5.9)
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can be given in terms of U , so that
G[µ1µ2...µn+1 µn+2]ν1...νn = ǫµ1µ2...µn+1 µn+2
ρU¯ν1...νn ρ (5.10)
Thus, although linearised gravity can be represented in terms of three different
types of fields, there are only two independent types of source that can arise, T
and U .
Consider then linearised gravity, formulated in terms of a field strength Rµνρσ,
satisfying these generalised field equations and ‘Bianchi identities’ with sources
T, U . If there is no magnetic source, U = 0, the standard Bianchi identities hold
and the field strength can be solved for in terms of the gauge field hµν as usual, or
in terms of the double-dual potential C. However, in a region in which U 6= 0 but
T = 0, one can instead solve for R in terms of the dual potential D and the theory
has to be formulated in terms of this dual potential. Outside regions in which
U 6= 0, one can find a linearised metric hµν locally, but the presence of regions
with non-zero U will often lead to Dirac string singularities in hµν . The situation
is similar for the more general fields considered in section 4.
Some of the possible physical consequences of a magnetic source for gravity
were discussed in [18]. It seems unlikely that there is such ‘magnetic energy’ in the
observable universe. However, while it is expected that there are very few magnetic
monopoles in the observable universe, or perhaps none at all, magnetic monopoles
have come to play a central role in our theoretical understanding of the non-
perturbative structure of many gauge theories, and it is conceivable that magnetic
sources for gravity could play a similarly important role in non-perturbative gravity,
despite their apparent absence. As will be seen, there is a sense in which Kaluza-
Klein monopoles can be regarded as such magnetic sources.
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6. Spacetimes with Killing Vectors
In this section, the possibility of performing duality transformations in the
non-linear Yang-Mills or Einstein equations will be considered in the special cases
of configurations with an extra symmetry.
In Yang-Mills theory with Lie-algebra valued A and F = dA+A∧A, the field
equations D ∗F = 0 and Bianchi identities DF = 0 involve the background covari-
ant derivative Dφ = dφ+ [A, φ] and the presence of the explicit gauge potential A
means that there is no local covariant generalisation of electromagnetic duality in
general. However, consider a gauge-field configuration that admits a ‘Killing scalar’
α i.e. a gauge field configuration A that is invariant under the gauge transformation
δA = Dα for some parameter α, so that α must be covariantly constant
Dα = 0 (6.1)
implying [F, α] = 0. Then the 2-form f = tr(αF ) satisfies the Maxwell equations
df = 0, d ∗ f = 0 (6.2)
and these can be re-expressed in terms of a dual field strength f˜ = ∗f . Further-
more, f can be solved for in terms of a potential a, f = da, and similarly f˜ can
be expressed in terms of a dual potential, f˜ = da˜. Then the existence of a Killing
scalar allows linearisation of the field equations for the components f of F and this
subset of the field equations can be dualised.
Consider a D-dimensional spacetime with metric gµν and a Killing vector k
µ
satisfying the Killing equation
∇(µkν) = 0 (6.3)
Then the Killing equation and Ricci identities imply that the (full nonlinear) Rie-
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mann curvature tensor satisfies
Rµνρσk
σ = ∇ρfµν (6.4)
where
fµν = 2∂[µkν] (6.5)
The first Bianchi identity implies
df = 0 (6.6)
while the (full nonlinear) Einstein equation
Rµν = T¯µν , T¯µν = Tµν − 1
D − 2Tgµν (6.7)
(where T = gµνTµν) implies the Maxwell equation
d ∗ f = ∗J (6.8)
where the current is
Jµ = T¯µνk
ν (6.9)
If T 6= 0, this differs from the conserved momentum
Pµ = Tµνk
ν (6.10)
(the conservation of which is a consequence of the isometry symmetry) by
Jµ − Pµ = 1
2
kµR (6.11)
which is automatically conserved as (6.3) implies ∇µ(kµR) = 0. Then the presence
of a Killing vector has allowed some of Einstein’s equations – those with at least one
component in the Killing direction – to be rewritten as the free Maxwell equations
for the field stength f = da with ‘gauge potential’ aµ = gµνk
ν .
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A magnetic source J˜ for f
df = ∗J˜ (6.12)
would correspond to a source for the 1st Bianchi identity
R[µνρ]σk
σ = (∗J˜)µνρ (6.13)
and the presence of such sources would mean that f couldn’t be solved for in terms
of a local potential aµ and so the curvature couldn’t be expressed in terms of a
metric gµν alone – with magnetic monopole sources for a, the potential a would
have Dirac string singularities and so the metric would also have these; such Dirac
string singularities in the metric are sometimes referred to as Misner strings.
In the non-linear theory, one can define a tensor S = ∗R, as in (3.8). The
Bianchi identities (3.21),(3.23) become
∇σSσµ1µ2...µn νρ = 0, Sµ1µ2...µn+1 [νρ;σ] = 0 (6.14)
∇[σSµ1µ2...µn+1] νρ = 0, ∇ρSµ1µ2...µn+1 νρ = 0 (6.15)
with covariant derivatives involving the Christoffel connection. Thus the metric
appears explicitly, and the theory cannot be written in terms of the dual potential
D alone. If there is a magnetic source, the field equation will be (5.3). With a
Killing vector k, f˜ = ∗f satisfies
∇ρf˜µ1µ2...µn+1 = Sµ1µ2...µn+1 ρσkσ (6.16)
In the absence of matter, Tµν = 0, and S will satisfy (3.22), so that
df˜ = 0 (6.17)
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and locally there is a dual potential n-form a˜ such that
f˜ = da˜ (6.18)
This satisfies the field equation
∇ρf˜µ1µ2...µnρ = J˜µ1µ2...µn (6.19)
where
J˜µ1µ2...µn = U¯µ1µ2...µn σk
σ (6.20)
Thus the presence of a Killing vector allows the rewriting of some of Einstein’s
equations in terms of the dual potential a˜. In the linearised theory, this dual
potential is given in terms of the dual gravitational field D by
a˜µ1µ2...µn = Dµ1µ2...µn σk
σ (6.21)
On dimensional reduction from D to D − 1 dimensions on a circle, the metric
gives rise to an abelian gauge field Am in D− 1 dimensions, together with a scalar
field V and a metric gmn throught the ansatz
ds2 = V (dy + Amdx
m)2 + V −1gmndx
mdxn (6.22)
where V,Am and gmn depend on the coordinates x
m, so that aµ = (V, V Am). The
above equations give rise to standard Kaluza-Klein field equations for V,Am and
gmn. The vector field Am is defined up to a gauge transformation
Aµ → Am + ∂mρ (6.23)
as such a change can be absorbed into the coordinate transformation
y → y − ρ (6.24)
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The invariant field-strength
Fmn = ∂[mAn] (6.25)
is the twist or vorticity of the vector field k. If the potential A has a Dirac string
singularity, then the metric has a Misner string singularity.
7. Kaluza-Klein Monopoles and Dimensional Reduction
A vector field Am in d dimensions is associated with electrically charged 0-
branes, which couple to Am, and with magnetically charged d − 4 branes which
couple to the dual potential, which is a d − 3 form A˜m1...md−3 . Suppose that the
vector field arises from the Kaluza-Klein reduction of gravity from D to d = D− 1
dimensions on a circle, with D ≥ 5. The D-dimensional metric gµν of the form
(6.22) gives a metric gmn, a vector fieldAm and a scalar φ inD−1 dimensions. Then
states which are electrically charged in d-dimensions arise from states carrying
momentum in the (internal) y direction, with the D-momentum P µ giving the
D − 1-momentum Pm and the electric charge Q = PD associated with A on
dimensional reduction, P µ = (Pm, Q). In particular, the 0-branes arise from such
momentum modes. For configurations in d dimensions with magnetic charge, A
will in general have Dirac string singularities. These can be avoided by modifying
the topology and regarding the potential as a connection for a non-trivial bundle,
or (in the absence of electric charge) by going to the dual formulation, with the
magnetic charges acting as sources for a non-trivial dual potential A˜. The Dirac
string singularities in A give rise to Misner string singularities in the D dimensional
metric gµν . However, in some cases these can be eliminated by modifying the
topology of the D dimensional space time so that it is not a product of a circle
with some space, but is instead a circle bundle. In particular, the magnetically
charged d− 4 branes arise from Kaluza-Klein monopole solutions in D dimensions
of the formN4×RD−5,1, whereN4 is Euclidean Taub-NUT space, and the reduction
is over the S1 fibre of N4. For example, the D6-brane of type IIA string theory
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couples to a RR 7-form potential, the dual of the RR vector field, and arises from
the KKmonopole solution of M-theory inD = 11. Alternatively, one could attempt
to eliminate the string singularities by formulating the theory in terms of a dual
potential, as will now be discussed.
Consider first linearised gravity, with the D dimensional graviton hµν giving a
graviton hmn, a vector field Am = hmy and a scalar φ = hyy in d = D − 1 dimen-
sions. In D dimensions, the graviton can be dualised to a gauge field Dµ1...µD−3 ν ,
while in d dimensions, hmn can be dualised to a gauge field dm1...md−3 n, Am can be
dualised to a d−3 form gauge field A˜m1...md−3 and φ can be dualised to a d−2 form
gauge field φ˜m1...md−2 . On dimensional reduction, Dµ1...µD−3 ν gives rise to the dual
graviton dm1...md−3 n = Dm1...md−3y n, the dual scalar φ˜m1...md−2 = Dm1...mD−3 y and
the dual vector A˜m1...md−3 = Dm1...md−3y y (the remaining components Dm1...mD−3 n
give no further independent degrees of freedom). Thus in the linearised theory,
magnetically charged branes in d dimensions acting as sources of the gauge field
A˜ lift to configurations that are sources of the components Dm1...md−3y y of the
dual graviton and formulating in terms of A˜ or D avoids the string singularities
that would otherwise arise for h or A. Thus Kaluza-Klein monopoles naturally
couple to the dual graviton D, and so can be thought of as carrying the ‘magnetic
energy-momentum’ current U .
If a BPS magnetic d − 4 brane in d dimensions is wrapped on a rectangular
d− 4 torus, then the resulting 0-brane in 4 dimensions has mass proportional to
A˜0m1...md−4R
m1Rm2 ...Rmd−4 (7.1)
where Rm is the radius of the circle in the xm direction. This lifts to the following
expression in D dimensions
D0µ1...µD−4y yR
µ1Rµ2 ...Rµd−4RyRy (7.2)
with the correct quadratic dependence on the radius Ry of the extra circle.
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In the non-linear theory, we have seen that in the presence of a Killing vector, it
is possible to dualise some of the gravitational degrees of freedom, and in particular,
it is possible to construct in this way the dual gravitational potential to which the
Kaluza-Klein monopoles couple.
8. Duality Symmetries in Four Dimensions
8.1. Maxwell Theory in Four Dimensions
In four Euclidean dimensions, one can consistently impose the self-duality con-
dition F = ∗F so that the Bianchi identity dF = 0 implies the field equation
d ∗ F = 0, but is stronger. In 3+1 dimensions this is inconsistent as (∗)2 = −1.
However, given two 2-form field strengths Fi = (F, F˜ ) (i = 1, 2) one can impose
Fi = Ji
j ∗ Fj (8.1)
for any matrix Ji
j that satisfies J2 = −1. Then the Bianchi identities dFi = 0
imply the field equations d(Ji
j ∗Fj) = 0, and this is the form of the field equations
proposed in [17]. With the natural choice
J =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
(8.2)
this gives F˜ = ∗F , F = −∗ F˜ . More generally, different choices of field-dependent
J lead to different field equations and hence define different theories.
The equations (8.1) are invariant under an SL(2,R) symmetry, with Fi trans-
forming as
F → SF (8.3)
where Si
j is an SL(2,R) matrix provided J transforms as
J → SJS−1 (8.4)
For the standard theory with coupling constant g and and a theta-angle θ, a J
with these transformation properties can be constructed as follows. Combining
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the coupling constants into the complex modulus
τ = τ1 + iτ2 = θ +
i
g2
(8.5)
then the flat 2-metric γij given by
γij =
V
τ2
(
1 τ1
τ1 |τ |2
)
(8.6)
transforms as
γ → SγSt (8.7)
provided τ transforms under SL(2) through fractional linear transformations and
the volume V is invariant. Then introducing the alternating tensor ǫij with com-
ponents ǫ12 =
√
γ, γ = detγij, a J transforming as (8.4) and satisfying J
2 = −1
can be defined as
Ji
j =
1√
γ
γikǫ
kj (8.8)
This is the well-known SL(2,R) duality symmetry of the classical theory which, in
the quantum theory with N = 4 supersymmetry, is broken to a discrete SL(2,Z)
subgroup. The 2-metric can be interpreted as the metric on a 2-torus, with the
SL(2,Z) acting as large diffeomorphisms on the 2-torus.
This can be generalised to certain theories of abelian gauge fields interacting
with scalars, such as those that occur in the bosonic sector of ungauged super-
gravity theories, with m gauge fields Fa (a = 1, . . . , m) whose field equations can
be written as dF˜a = 0, where F˜a is given in terms of Fa = dAa in terms of the
variation of the bosonic action S by
F˜a ≡ ∗(δS/δFa) = ∗Fa + . . . (8.9)
The 2m field strengths Fi = (Fa, F˜a) are combined into a 2m-vector Fi and a
scalar-dependent J is determined by requiring that J2 = −1 and that (8.1) implies
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(8.9). The equations will then be invariant under some duality group G for which
Fi transforms as a 2m-dimensional representation and the transformations of the
scalars are such that J transforms in the appropriate way. For example, in N = 4
supergravity theories, each vector field has field strengths fitting into an SL(2)
doublet, with a J constructed as in (8.8) from a complex scalar field τ taking
values in the coset space SL(2,R)/U(1) and transforming as in (8.4).
8.2. Linearised Gravity in Four Dimensions
Gravitational analogues of electromagnetic duality have been considered in
four-dimensional higher derivative theories of gravity [19], and in other gravita-
tional theories in [20], but here attention will be restricted to the linearised Einstein
theory. In four Euclidean dimensions, one can impose the self-duality condition
Rµν στ =
1
2
ǫµνρκR
ρκ
ρσ (8.10)
or R = ∗R so that the Bianchi identity (3.4) implies the field equations (3.6), but
with Lorentzian signature this would imply zero curvature. In 3+1 dimensions,
the dual potentials Dµν and Cµν are again symmetric tensor gauge fields and one
can seek a generalisation of the construction used above for the Maxwell field. The
curvature tensor Rµνρσ can be dualised on the first two indices to give ∗R, on the
second two to give R∗ or both to give ∗R∗. These can be formed into a 2 × 2
matrix of tensors R¯µνστ ij (i, j = 1, 2) given by
R¯ij =
(
R ∗R
R∗ ∗R∗
)
(8.11)
satisfying
R¯µνστ ij = R¯στµν ji (8.12)
together with the constraint
R¯µνστ ij = Ji
k(∗R¯)µνστ kj (8.13)
with J given by (8.2).
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This can be generalised to consider tensors R¯µνστ ij satisfying (8.13) and allow
J to be any matrix satisfying J2 = −1, with different choices determining different
interactions, so that (8.11) is generalised. (The choice (8.2) recovers (8.11).) Then
if the curvatures satisfy the first Bianchi identities
R¯[µνσ]τ ij = 0 (8.14)
the constraint (8.13) implies the field equations
ηντ R¯µνστ ij = 0 (8.15)
and
R¯µνστ ij = R¯στµν ij (8.16)
and
R¯µνστ ij = R¯µνστ ji (8.17)
so that Rij is a symmetric 2× 2 matrix.
A particularly interesting choice of J is that given by (8.8), so that one is
introducing a gravitational ‘theta-angle’ as well as the usual gravitational coupling
constant. This is the system that arises from the dimensional reduction of the
free (4,0) conformal multiplet in 5+1 dimensions [7]. Then (8.13) has an SL(2)
symmetry under which R¯µνστ ij transforms as a 2nd rank tensor
R¯µνστ → SR¯µνστSt (8.18)
(which is a symmetric tensor if (8.14) holds) while J transforms as (8.4). This
SL(2) is a gravitational analogue of the S-duality of the electromagnetic field and
mixes the field equations (8.15) with the Bianchi identities (8.14). Moreover, (8.13)
then implies the SL(2)-invariant constraint
γijR¯µνστ ij = 0 (8.19)
so that Rij is a symmetric matrix with vanishing trace (8.19).
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Writing the components of Rij as in [7] as
R¯µνστ ij =
(
Rµνστ R˜µνστ
R˜µνστ Rˆµνστ
)
=
(
Rµνστ Sστµν
Sµνστ Gµνστ
)
(8.20)
with J given by (8.8), the Bianchi identities imply that these are the curvature
tensors for the gravitons
h¯µν ij =
(
hµν h˜µν
h˜µν hˆµν
)
=
(
hµν Dµν
Dµν Cµν
)
(8.21)
Then (8.19) implies
Rˆmnpq − 2τ1R˜mnpq + |τ |2Rmnpq = 0 (8.22)
so that
hˆmn − 2τ1h˜mn + |τ |2hmn = 0 (8.23)
up to gauge transformations.
The duality constraint (8.13) gives the following relations between the curva-
ture tensors (suppressing the spacetime indices)
R =
1
τ2
(− ∗ R˜ + τ1 ∗R)
R˜ =
1
τ2
(− ∗ Rˆ + τ1 ∗ R˜)
Rˆ =
1
τ2
(|τ |2 ∗ R˜ − τ1 ∗ Rˆ)
(8.24)
This implies that R˜, Rˆ are given in terms of R by
R˜ =
1
g2
∗R − θR
Rˆ = 2τ1τ2 ∗R− (τ21 − τ22 )R
(8.25)
so that only one of the three gravitons h, h˜, hˆ is independent. The one remaining
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independent graviton can be taken to be h with action
S =
1
2l2
∫
d4x (
√
gR)quad (8.26)
where the Planck length is given by
l =
√
V g2 (8.27)
and (
√
gR)quad is the Einstein action truncated to terms quardatic in hmn. There
are two dimensionless coupling constants, g, θ. While g can be absorbed into the
the gravitational coupling l, there is the interesting possibility of introducing a
gravitational θ-parameter.
The duality transformations (8.18) take R to linear combinations of R, R˜, Rˆ
which through (8.25) can be written as linear combinations of R, ∗R. The action
of the SL(2,Z) element
S =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
(8.28)
is to take
τ → −1
τ
(8.29)
and
F → F˜ , F˜2 → −F (8.30)
while
R→ Rˆ, Rˆ→ R, R˜→ −R˜ (8.31)
Note that this preserves the constraint (8.22). For self-dual Fi satisfying (8.1), the
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transformation is the standard duality transformation
F → 1
g2
∗ F + θF (8.32)
while for self-dual R¯ satisfying (8.24)
Rmnpq → 2τ1τ2(∗R)mnpq − (τ21 − τ22 )Rmnpq (8.33)
For θ = 0, this takes g → 1/g and so relates strong and weak coupling regimes.
Both the linear gravity and Maxwell theory are self-dual, with the strong coupling
regime described by the same theory.
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